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In our recently reported work [1] (Villa et al., 2009) we derived a regularized quadratic-cost function,
which includes fringe orientation information, for denosing fringe pattern images. In this work we
adopt such idea for denoising wrapped phase-maps. We use a regularized cost-function that uses
complex-valued Markov random fields (CMRFs) with orientation information of the filtering direction
along isophase lines. The advantage of using an anisotropic filter along isophase lines is that phase and
noise can be properly separated while 2p phase jumps are preserved even in high frequency zones.
Apart from its robustness, the outstanding advantage of our method is its minimal computational effort.
We present some results processing simulated and real phase-maps.
& 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
In fringe pattern analysis the aim is to recover the phase that
modulates the fringes. The phase is important because it is
continuously related with a physical quantity, such as wave
fronts, topography, etc. However, most fringe demodulation
techniques give the phase wrapped, so that the continuous phase
must be obtained by means of the well-known unwrapping
process. Phase unwrapping is an important and well-known task
in several areas [2], such as speckle interferometry [3], holo-
graphic inteferometry [4], profilometry [5] and remote sensing
[6,7].
To briefly describe the unwrapping problem we define
the continuous phase field as fr , where r=(i,j) is the vector of
image coordinates in a regular lattice L. The wrapped phase
(i.e. the observed phase) is then defined as ar ¼W ½fr, where W is
the wrapping operator such that ar A ½p;pÞ.
The problem of recovering the continuous phase fr from ar
may be solved if we have prior information about fr . For example
if we know that fr varies slowly from pixel to pixel, the relation
W½rar  ¼rfr ð1Þ
holds. In other words, the wrapped gradient of the wrapped phase
equals the gradient of the continuous phase. Consequently, the
recovery of the continuous phase without ambiguities is possiblell rights reserved.by summation of the wrapped gradient of ar . Unfortunately, in
many practical situations the observed phase ar is affected by
noise, so that it is not guaranteed to satisfy relation (1), and
ambiguities may arise.
No matter which kind of technique is used, a filtering process
to preserve phase details becomes a key step for an easier and
more reliable phase unwrapping.
The widely used denoising techniques for images, for example
convolution techniques or Fourier techniques generally produces
over-smoothed images that may smear out discontinuities of
wrapped phase fields, particularly in high frequency zones. Some
denoising techniques have been developed for improving the
phase unwrapping [3,4], for example we can find in the work by
Kemao et al. [8] a comparative analysis of some methods.
Recently, a more effective point of view for filtering wrapped
phase maps has been pointed out by Tang et al. [9] who use
sine/cosine filtering with windows along tangent directions of
isophase contours of ESPI (electronic speckle pattern interfero-
metry) phase maps. Even more recently, the same author
proposed the oriented-couple partial differential equations [10]
for denoising wrapped phase patterns. In both cases [9,10] the key
idea is the filtering along isophase lines (i.e. along the orthogonal
direction of phase gradient). This strategy have two big advan-
tages: first, noise can be easily removed because phase informa-
tion and noise are conveniently separated in the frequency
domain, and second, discontinuities of the wrapped phase map
are preserved, specially in high frequency zones.
Since the last three decades regularization methods have
been widely used for image processing [11–15] which have
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idea of regularization methods is to reconstruct a degraded image
by introducing prior information or assumptions about the
structure of the original image, this information may be for
example the smoothness of the image by means of an MRF
(Markov random field) model. An example of the application of
regularization methods for phase-maps denoising is the interest-
ing work by Ferraiuolo and Poggi [6] who describe a Bayesian
filtering technique for SAR (synthetic aperture radar) interfero-
metric phase-fields, however the Ferraiuolo’s technique does not
use orientation information but uses a two-component MRF prior
model: the first component penalizes residues, while the second
one penalizes discontinuities. In our previously reported work [1],
using the Bayesian approach, we derived a quadratic cost-
function with MRFs that includes fringe orientation information
to denoise fringe pattern images. In this paper we propose to
follow the same philosophy to denoise wrapped phase-maps
using a regularized quadratic cost-function with complex-valued
Markov random fields (CMRFs) as prior models, including
orientation information of isophase lines which permit removing
the noise only along such lines. As will be shown, the phase-map
denoising is carried out in a robust and simple manner owing that
eliminates noise preserving 2p phase jumps with a minimum
computational effort.
This paper is organized in the following way. In Section 2 we
describe the proposed method deriving a regularized cost-
function with CMRFs. In Section 3 we describe the adopted
technique for estimating the orientation field of isophase lines. In
Section 3 we present some experimental results with simulated
and real phase-maps. Finally, in Section 4 we give the conclusions.Fig. 1. Involved cliques around pixel r (black circle). (a) Using cost-function (4),
(b) using cost-function (10).2. Bayesian phase-map denoising
Considering the problem of denoising wrapped phase-maps
the first drawback we found is that, owing to 2p phase jumps of
ar , direct application of any kind of filter is not always a proper
procedure to solve it. For example, the application of a simple
mean filter may smear out the phase jumps. In order to avoid this
drawback we carry out the phase filtering in the following way.







. As both imaginary and real parts of gr are
continuous functions, we can properly apply a filter over gr, and
the argument of the obtained complex signal will contain the
denoised phase-map.
In order for this paper to be self-contained we describe in the
following subsections the Bayesian approach for isotropic and
anisotropic denoising already reported in [1].
2.1. Isotropic denoising
We can model the observed complex image that contains the
phase information corrupted by noise as gr= fr+nr, where fr and nr
represent the noiseless image and the aleatory noise with a given
probability distribution, respectively. The Bayesian approach to
regularize this kind of problem requires prior knowledge of f.
The estimated signal may be obtained as the minimizer (the









Parameter m is a positive number that depends on the noise
variance, which controls the compromise between the degree ofregularization and its closeness with the observed data. Note that
we are dealing with complex-valued potential functions.
The first term in (3), called data term, establishes that the
reconstruction of fr must be consistent with the observed data.
The second term is the well-known regularization term that
imposes a penalty for violating the a priori assumptions. In order
to derive a cost function for phase denoising we may assume the
noise is Gaussian and select a CMRF with a neighborhood system
C that corresponds to horizontal, vertical and diagonal first-










The first term imposes the estimated field to be close to the data
in the sense of least-squares. On the other hand, the second term
imposes the estimated field to minimize square differences along
horizontal, vertical and diagonal directions. Fig. 1(a) shows the
involved cliques around pixel r.























which give us the following linear system:
2½fi;jgi;j2m½fi1;j2fi;jþ fiþ1;j2m½fi;j12fi;jþ fi;jþ12m½fi1;j1
2fi;jþ fiþ1;jþ12m½fiþ1;j12fi;jþ fi1;jþ1 ¼ 0: ð8Þ
The estimator f̂ MAP of this cost-function will represent a low-pass
filtered image. The filter that represents this cost-function,
however, is an isotropic one, this means that it may smear out
phase jumps of the wrapped phase.
2.2. Anisotropic denoising
As mentioned above, a better strategy for denoising wrapped
phase-maps is by means of an anisotropic filter that work along
isophase lines. Fig. 2 shows an example of a wrapped phase-map
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Fig. 2. (a) Gray level codification of a wrapped phase-map. (b) Its contour map of isophase lines.
J. Villa et al. / Optics and Lasers in Engineering 48 (2010) 650–656652and its corresponding contour map of isophase lines. As phase is
constant along these lines, applying an oriented filter along them
allows to properly separate noise from signal and reduces over-
smoothing phase information along gradient direction that causes
smearing out 2p phase jumps.
Introducing the angle yr which represents the orientation field
along isophase contours, we may define the directional derivative
of fr along the unit vector ½cosyr ; sinyr  as
Dr ¼ ðfrfhÞcosyrþðfrfvÞsinyr ; ð9Þ
where h and v represent first-neighbors of r along horizontal and
vertical directions respectively.
Now, defining a CMRF with a neighborhood system that
corresponds to horizontal and vertical elements as depicted in
Fig. 1(b), we may propose the following cost-function which






















D3 ¼ ðfi;jþ1fi1;jþ1Þci;jþ1þðfi;jþ1fi;jÞsi;jþ1; ð12Þ
ci;j ¼ cosyi;j and si;j ¼ sinyi;j.




2m½ðfi;jþ1fi1;jþ1Þci;jþ1þðfi;jþ1fi;jÞsi;jþ1si;jþ1 ¼ 0: ð13Þ
Optimization of either UA or UB can be carried out using iterative
methods [16]; particularly, in our experiments we used the
gradient-descent algorithm:





where l is a positive constant.3. Computation of the orientation field of isophase lines
A key step before implementing the anisotropic filter
represented by cost-function (11) is the determination of the
orientation field of isophase lines. One way to determine it is by
means of the direct computation of phase gradient however,
owing to noise and 2p phase jumps of ar , the computed field may
present errors and inconsistencies. Knowing that isophase lines of
a phase map are parallel to its associated fringe contours, a better
way to compute yr is just by computing the fringe orientation
map of the real part of gr. In this work we adopted the technique
reported by Yang et al. [17] to compute this fringe orientation
map.
Here we describe the method to compute yi;j. First we define
the fringe pattern
Ii;j ¼ Refgi;jg ¼ cosðai;jÞ: ð15Þ
To obtain the fringe orientation map of Ii,j, we compute central















is used in horizontal and vertical differences for
consistency with respect to diagonal distances. In order to
minimize the effects of noise the authors of this method proposed
an accumulating strategy by sums of these differences in square






















where arctanð; ÞA ½p;pÞ. Note that bi;j represents an orthogonal
direction to yi;j, however we can compute yi:j just by adding p=2.
Fig. 3 sketches the relation between b and y trough vectors
v¼ ½cosb; sinb and u¼ ½cosy; siny respectively. Note that v is
parallel to phase gradient.4. Experimental results
In this section we present the results processing two simulated
phase-maps and two experimentally obtained ESPI phase-maps.
In the two simulations we compare the results applying our
proposal and the WFT filtering technique [18]. In all our
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Eq. (14) with 25 iterations and using l¼ 0:015. The algorithms
were implemented using Matlab in a 2.66 GHz Pentium D based
computer. The problem to determine the so-called regularization
parameter m has been widely discussed in the literature.
Unfortunately, there are no explicit formula or method to
determine it owing that it depends on the magnitude of the
observed data, noise, etc. In our case, this parameter controls the
wide-band of the filters (the higher the value of m the narrower
the wide-band). Many times this parameter is heuristically
determined according to the problem and characteristics of the
image to be processed. For this application it is determined
according to the noise level but, fortunately, does not have to be
abruptly changed for different cases of a given class of fringe
pattern images.
The first experiment was realized processing a simulated noisy
phase-map which is shown in Fig. 4(a). In this case we added
Gaussian noise with zero-mean and 0.6 standard-deviation.
Fig. 4(b) shows the result using cost-function (5) (isotropic
denoising) with m¼ 6. We can observe in Fig. 4(c) a better result
applying the anisotropic filtering using cost-function (11) with
m¼ 15. In Fig. 4(d) we show the result applying the WFT technique
reported by Kemao et al. [18]; although visually the WFT
technique has a better performance its big drawback is the long
processing time as will be presented in Table 1. In Fig. 5 we show
the results of the second experiment with a simulation. Fig. 5(a) is
the original image with zero-mean and 0.7 standard-deviation
Gaussian noise. Using cost-function (5) with m¼ 8 we obtained
the result shown in Fig. 5(b). Fig. 5(c) is the result using cost-v
u
r
Fig. 3. Isophase line and the relation between b and y through vectors
v¼ ½cosb; sinb and u¼ ½cosy; siny.
Fig. 4. Experiment with a simulated wrapped phase-map. (a) Noisy phase-map, (b) resu
WFT technique.function (11) with m¼ 15. Fig. 5(d) shows the result applying the
WFT technique.
The following two experiments were realized over experimen-
tally obtained phase-maps. Fig. 6(a) shows the phase-map image
of the third experiment. In this case it was obtained with a
Michelson interferometer to measure temperature distribution of
a flame. The result obtained using cost-function (5) with m¼ 5 is
shown in Fig. 6(b). Using cost-function (11) with m¼ 12 we
obtained the filtered image of Fig. 6(c). Finally, Fig. 7(a) shows the
phase-map image of the fourth experiment. It was obtained using
ESPI to measure displacement applying a tension charge over a
plate of composite material. We can observe the results in
Figs. 7(b) and (c) using cost-function (5) with m¼ 10, and cost-
function (11) with m¼ 15 respectively.
It is important to remark that the presence of phase-
singularities may cause a low-performance of the anisotropic
filter owing that the orientation cannot be properly computed.
See for example the central hole of Fig. 7(a) where valid
information does not exist. However, to carry out a successful
phase unwrapping (after denoising), we think this information
may be isolated by means of a process to recover a ROI (region of
interest) map. Finally, this information may be considered in the
phase unwrapping.
In the simulated experiments we carried out a quantitative
evaluation of the filters computing the normalized mean-square






where a and â represent the noiseless phase-map and the
estimated phase-map respectively. Table 1 resumes the perfor-
mance of the filters in the experiments.lt obtained using UA, (c) result obtained using UB, (d) best result obtained using the
Table 1
Performance of isotropic, anisotropic and Windowed Fourier filters represented by
UA, UB and WFT respectively.
Figure Size Processing time (s) NMSE ðeÞ m
UA UB WFT UA UB WFT UA UB
4(a) 300150 1.3 1.5 168 0.2133 0.0724 0.1381 6 15
5(a) 400400 5.1 5.7 320 0.0934 0.0637 0.0557 8 15
6(a) 450560 7.3 8.2 – – – – 5 12
7(a) 400480 5.7 6.4 – – – – 10 15
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Fig. 5. Second experiment with a simulated wrapped phase-map. (a) Noisy phase-map, (b) result obtained using UA, (c) result obtained using UB, (d) best result obtained
using the WFT technique.
J. Villa et al. / Optics and Lasers in Engineering 48 (2010) 650–656654From the above presented experiments we obviously deduce
that an anisotropic filter has better performance than an isotropic
one. Particularly, by means of cost-function (11) noise is
effectively suppressed while phase-jumps are perfectly preserved
even in the highest frequency zones. Analyzing Eq. (13) we may
deduce that if gi,j is a continuous function the linear system is well
conditioned and the optimization algorithm converges with few
iterations. These are two attractive aspects of our denoising
method because it can be easily implemented and requires a short
processing time compared with Tang et al.’s method reported
in [10].
In some cases, owing to erroneous orientation-estimations and
spatial variation of filtering orientation, the results obtained
applying our filtering method present wavy structures in low-
frequency zones, which requires a further filtering process. In
these situations we just applied the isotropic filter represented by
cost-function (5) using a small value of parameter m (typically
0:5omo1:0) in order to preserve 2p phase jumps.
Owing that the filter works along the orthogonal direction to
phase gradient which means that local frequencies of signal and
noise are well separated, in the four experiments we can see that
our anisotropic filter has superior performance in high frequency
zones. Reviewing already reported anisotropic filters (for example
the work by Tang et al. [10]) we can see a similar performance
against noise compared with our technique, however, the work
reported in [10] requires a strong computational effort and a longprocessing time. Also, the use of other kind of filters adapted to
wrapped phase-map denoising, such as the works by Kemao et al.
[18] and Goldstein et al. [20], present similar disadvantages. For
example, using the technique by Kemao is difficult to control its
parameters to obtain good results. On the other hand, the two
main attractiveness of our proposal are: (1) the minimal
computational effort with a well-theoretical foundation. (2) The
short processing time. As far as we know, already reported
anisotropic filters for phase map denoising (even other kind of
filters) do not join these two advantages.5. Conclusions
It is evident that denoising wrapped phase-maps plays a key
role for a successful phase unwrapping. In all presented experi-
ments we can observe the superior performance of an anisotropic
filter for denoising wrapped phase-maps. Unlike isotropic filters,
anisotropic filters may properly preserve 2p phase jumps even in
high frequency zones. Particularly, we have demonstrated that
the proposed regularization technique with CMRFs is a powerful
alternative for this purpose in two aspects. First, experimental
results show that the outstanding performance against noise.
Second, apart from the robustness, another outstanding advan-
tage of the proposed technique is its minimal computational
effort compared with some already reported techniques.
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Fig. 7. (a) Experimentally obtained ESPI phase-map. (b) Result obtained using UA, (c) result obtained using UB.
Fig. 6. (a) Experimentally obtained ESPI phase-map. (b) Result obtained using UA, (c) result obtained using cost-function UB.
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